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Abstract: In these days, organizations rely on the availability and security of their communication
networks to perform daily operations. As a result, network data must be analyzed in order to
provide an adequate level of security and to detect anomalies or malfunctions in the systems. Due to
the increase of devices connected to these networks, the complexity to analyze data related to its
communications also grows. We propose a method, based on Self-Organized Maps, which combine
numerical and categorical features, to ease communication network data analysis. Also, we have
explored the possibility of using different sources of data.

Keywords: Self-Organizing Maps; IDS; network security; categorical SOM; visualization;
unsupervised clustering

1. Introduction

These days network data analysis has become essential to provide adequate levels of security in
mid and big sized networks. The number of connected devices has increased to 20 thousand million of
devices in 2017 and will exceed 30 thousand million devices in 2020, as it is reflected in the forecast
from Statista [1]. As a result of the exponential increase of the traffic generated, classical analysis
techniques based on payload packet inspection become unfeasible [2].

One possible approximation to this problem is unsupervised clustering. These techniques allow
to cluster elements with similar characteristics without prior knowledge, easing the analysis of the
data as it was shown in previous research [3]. In particular for the scope of this work we have chosen
Self-Organized Maps (SOM) technique [4] as it allows to perform clustering as well as dimensionality
reduction. Also, this technique has been successfully applied to Intrusion Detection Systems [5,6].

As it is said in [7], a habitual traffic profile, called baseline, is present in communication networks.
Different kind of attacks present deviations from this baseline and these features could be used to
detect certain anomalies in traffic behavior (DoS [8], DDoS [9], brute force attacks [10]).

The objective of this work is to present a method to ease the analysis of communication network
data. Providing a system to allow the study and detection of anomalies out of data gathered from
different sources.

2. Methods

For the scope of this work, to generate the clusters, we have modified SOM technique to accept
numerical and categorical features, as explained in [11]. Besides we have only used information present
on IP packet headers or values derived from them. From the data available on the IP header we have
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selected a number of features such as source, destination, source port, destination port, protocol,
duration and bytes transmitted.

Two different datasets have been used to perform the experiments. One the one hand, the UNB
ISCX which is a synthetic and labeled flow dataset generated by the Cybersecurity Institute of Canada
intended for Intrusion Detection research [12]. On the other hand, we have used a log dataset gathered
in the firewall of the Computer Science faculty of the University of A Coruña. We have divided both
datasets to use the 80% of them to train and the 20% were left to test.

Before the clustering technique could be applied, a preprocessing step must be preformed in order
to categorize certain variables and to normalize numeric features. We performed a shallow approach
to the analysis of the map configuration with three different map sizes: 10 × 10 (100 neurons), 20 × 20
(400 neurons) and 30 × 30 (900 neurons). Increasing the number of neurons could help to get better
detection rates but it also rises the complexity of map analysis.

Finally, to evaluate the clustering we have used some tags referred to the nature of the connection.
In the case of the flow dataset we have used the synthetic labels showing if it is part of an attack or
normal traffic. On the other dataset we have taken the actions of the firewall as an approach. In the
last case it also allows the revision of the firewall rules by studying the misclassification.

3. Results

The aim of these experiments was to determine if a mixed numerical-categorical version of SOM
technique was suitable for network data classification, by using only IP header information gathered
from different sources. Also, other objective was to study how the information obtained could be used
in relation with the source of the data. For example, network flows could help to detect attacks and
firewall logs analysis could help to detect misconfiguration.

As it can bee seen in Table 1 where the results are shown both for the flow labeled dataset (ISCX)
and the firewall log (FIC), there are similarities between their results. Bigger map sizes tend to increase
the performance of the technique for both datasets but with the drawback of a more complex map
analysis. Also, it should be noticed that the better overall results are achieved with logs rather than
with flows.

Table 1. Experiment results.

Flows Logs

10 × 10 20 × 20 30 × 30 10 × 10 20 × 20 30 × 30

Sensitivity 90.33% 94.09% 94.28% 87.78% 90.20% 94.66%
Specificity 98.36% 99.00% 99.26% 96.37% 99.24% 99.12%
Precision 67.06% 77.80% 82.44% 86.56% 96.95% 96.62%
Accuracy 98.07% 98.83% 99.08% 94.56% 97.34% 98.18%

4. Discussion

As it can be seen in the results, despite the differences between both datasets, we can conclude
that the technique could be applied to different sources of network data. This difference should be
studied in order to determine if it is related to the nature of the dataset, the differences in the features
or other reasons. Also, additional research using other sources of data and different configurations
over the proposed technique should be performed.
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